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Abstract—Many sensor networks are deployed for the purpose
of covering and monitoring a particular region, and detecting
the object of interest in the region. In this paper, based on the
probabilistic sensing model, we conduct comprehensive analytical
and simulation studies on collaborative information coverage and
object detection in wireless sensor networks. More specifically,
we first define point information coverage and based on that we
define ρ-coverage as a measure of the coverage performance for a
randomly-deployed wireless sensor network. Then, we investigate
the coverage and object detection performances of several simple
decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms and find that
simple collaborations among active sensors indeed degrade the
coverage performance due to the requirement of maintaining the
target false detection probability. This motivates us to develop an
on-demand collaborative framework for object detection, whose
effectiveness is supported by detailed theoretical analysis and
simulation-based validation. Finally, we investigate the energy
efficiency performance of our proposed framework and identify
the trade-offs among various system parameters in network power
consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object detection is a major category of applications in
wireless sensor networks. The goal of such an application is
to determine whether the object of interest is present in the
monitored region. Two sensing models have been widely used
when investigating the object detection problem: the 0/1 disc
sensing model [1]–[3] and the probabilistic sensing model [4]–
[8]. Particularly, the latter one assumes that sensor measure-
ments are affected by noise and the detection probability varies
with the distance between the sensor and the object. Thus,
two basic system metrics are considered: the probability of
detecting an object and the probability of reporting a false
detection. Based on the probabilistic sensing model, a number
of research efforts [8]–[15] have been made to exploit the
benefit of collaborative signal processing for object detection in
wireless sensor networks. However, the corresponding coverage
problem has not been well studied.

In this paper, based on the probabilistic sensing model, we
define point information coverage and based on that we define
ρ-coverage as a measure of the coverage performance for a
randomly-deployed wireless sensor network. More specifically,
a point t in the region is said to be information-covered if
the detection probability of an object is no less than a pre-
determined value Pmin

D when the object is present at point t,
while the system’s false detection probability is no greater
than a pre-determined value Pmax

FD . Accordingly, we say that
the region is ρ-covered if at least ρ portion of all points in
the region are information-covered. Throughout the paper, we
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analyze the coverage and object detection performances of
various decision fusion-based [8] collaborative mechanisms for
object detection in wireless sensor networks, and validate our
analytical results with simulation.

Intuitively, collaboration among sensors is expected to pro-
duce better coverage than schemes without collaboration. How-
ever, upon detailed analytical study, we find that simple deci-
sion fusion-based collaborations among active sensors indeed
degrade the coverage performance due to the requirement
of maintaining the target false detection probability. This
counterintuitive result motivates us to develop an on-demand
collaborative framework for object detection.

The idea of our framework is that it no longer mandates
active sensors to collaborate only with each other; instead,
upon sensing a measurement higher than the decision threshold,
an active sensor triggers its neighboring inactive sensors to
collaboratively sense the environment. This way, by leverag-
ing on the inactive sensors we could achieve the same low
false detection probability while increasing the probability of
detection because the density of inactive sensors is usually
much higher than that of active sensors. The effectiveness of
the proposed framework is supported by detailed theoretical
analysis as well as simulation-based validation. Moreover, since
decision fusion incurs extra energy consumption in aggregat-
ing collaborative messages, we further investigate the energy
efficiency performance of the proposed framework, and offer
some interesting observations and insights on how to select
proper system parameters to maximize the network lifetime
while maintaining the target coverage performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the related work in Section II. Then, we give system models
and formulate the problem in Section III. Section IV studies
several simple decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms
for object detection, and Section V provides the theoretical
analysis of our proposed framework along with simulation-
based validation. Energy efficiency performance of the pro-
posed framework is studied in Section VI. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The coverage problem based on the 0/1 disc sensing model
has been well studied [1], [16], [17]; in such model, an
object inside (outside) a sensor’s sensing disc is detected
with probability one (zero). Despite its simplicity for analysis,
many researchers consider alternative sensing models in order
to better understand and characterize sensor measurements
which are usually affected by noise and vary with the distance
between the sensor and the object. Recent works [4]–[8], [18]
assume the exposure model or the probabilistic sensing model
to analyze coverage and detection problem in sensor networks.
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Collaboration among sensors [19]–[23] has been considered
in many wireless sensor network applications such as estima-
tion, localization, tracking and object detection. Particularly,
in [24], the authors systematically investigate, define, design,
and build a sensor network-based surveillance system, which
uses collaborative signal processing to achieve better detection
accuracy and noise rejection. Some fundamental problems on
information fusion for distributed detection are studied in [8]–
[12] where the local data or decisions of individual sensors
are gathered by a fusion center to make the final decision.
The performance of a distributed target detection system in
the presence of faulty sensors, based on either value fusion
or decision fusion, has been studied in [8], [12]. Although
decision fusion may have lower detection accuracy (due to
the compression of original information) compared with value
fusion in some cases, it is more fault-tolerant and outperforms
value fusion when the number of faulty sensors is large [8].
None of the above works considers the physical proximity
between sensors and the object while in practice, as the signal
emitted by the object decays fast with distance, readings by
sensors far away from the object are less important to decision
making.

In [5], the authors introduce the concept of virtual sensor
resulting from neighboring sensors’ collaboration based on
value fusion, which may improve the coverage performance.
In contrast to our work, [5] assumes that sensors’ locations are
known, so that a proper coverage set with less sensors can be
derived by carefully choosing the nearby collaborating sensors.
Due to the greedy and heuristic nature of their algorithm to
find the coverage set, it is difficult to analyze the coverage
performance of the resulting coverage set. In this paper, our
proposed on-demand collaborative framework for object de-
tection is based on decision fusion, and it does not require that
each sensor is aware of its own location.

For the purpose of energy conservation, the concept of “on-
demand” has been applied to many research areas in resource-
constrained sensor networks such as data dissemination [25].
In [26], the authors develop energy-efficient protocols, called
PECAS and MESH, that guarantee high quality of surveillance
and conserve energy by operating sensors at proper states.
Similarly, in [27], a sentry node may send power management
packets to wake up non-sentry nodes to get more refined
measurements when an event of interest is detected. In [28],
the authors propose and design a new power management
scheme using a radio-triggered hardware component to prolong
the network lifetime. Equipped with a special radio-triggered
circuit, a sleeping sensor (with both radio and CPU turned
off) can be waken up by a special radio signal (in different
frequency from regular data communications) from a nearby
active sensor. While we use a similar “on-demand” idea in our
proposed framework, the main contribution of this paper is to
present comprehensive analytical and simulation studies of var-
ious collaborative mechanisms for object detection, including
our proposed framework.

III. MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a sensor network consisting of (Na+N i) wire-
less sensors randomly uniformly and independently deployed

in a unit-area convex region R, where Na is the number of
active sensors and N i is the number of inactive sensors. Each
active sensor senses at a certain sampling frequency fs. We
assume that sensors make object detection decisions based
on snapshot readings. How to improve object detection by
considering temporal correlation among sensor readings will
be studied in the future work. We do not require sensors to be
aware of their own locations.

In this paper, active sensors are called sentry nodes and
inactive sensors are called inert nodes. There can be different
models for the functioning of inert nodes. In one model,
called message-based model, inert nodes are only listening but
not performing any sensing task. A sentry node can trigger
its nearby inert nodes to start performing the sensing tasks
by flooding a message carrying the triggering command. In
another model, called circuit-based model, inert nodes are
sleeping and doing nothing. Under such a model, the sensors
are provisioned with a special circuit for being triggered when
need arises [28], and the triggering signal is transmitted at a
different frequency channel from that being used for regular
data communications. Sensors consume different levels of
power at different states. Psentry is the power consumed by
sentry nodes. Ptrigger is the power required to trigger an inert
node and Pinert denotes the power consumed by inert nodes.
Both Ptrigger and Pinert vary with the inert node model.

B. Source Model

We study the objects which emit physical signals such as
sound and electromagnetic waves. The strength of the signal
emitted by the object decays according to power law, meaning
that the signal strength measured at distance d away from the
object is: [5], [8]

ω =

{
Ω, d < d0,

Ω
(d/d0)α , d � d0,

(1)

where Ω is the signal amplitude of the object, d0 is a small
constant, and α is a known decay exponent. Since our analysis
below may be applied to any decay exponent, we let α = 2 in
this paper without loss of generality.

Assume that there is a single object in the region, which at
any given time is either present or absent at a random location
in the region according to certain probability distribution. Each
active sensor collects its sensed reading of x. Depending on the
hypothesis of whether the object is present (H1) or not (H0),
and the distance (d) between the object and the sensor if the
object is present, sensed readings are:

H0 : x = n,

H1 : x = ω + n,
(2)

where ω is the received signal strength given by (1) and n is
the background noise. In this paper, we use FN (n) to denote
the cumulative distribution function of noise, and assume that
it is identical and independent for all sensors.

C. Sensing and Alarm Models

In contrast to the 0/1 disc sensing model, we consider the
probabilistic sensing model where (i) the sensor measurements
are affected by noise; (ii) based on a pre-determined decision
threshold, a sensor detects an object with a probability, which



varies with distance between the sensor and the object. Assum-
ing that a sensor is raising an alarm solely based on its own
measurement (x) and decision threshold (T ), the probability of
genuine alarm (pa) and false alarm (pfa) raised by the sensor
are shown as areas of shaded regions in Figs. 1(a) and (b),
respectively.
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Fig. 1. (a) Probability of genuine alarm: pa = P (x � T |H1) and (b)
probability of false alarm: pfa = P (x � T |H0) = 1−FN (T ), where x is the
sensor measurement, T is the decision threshold, and FN (·) is the cumulative
distribution function of noise.

D. Collaborative Information Coverage for Object Detection

There are two types of fusion algorithms for collaborative
object detection [8] in wireless sensor networks: value fusion
and decision fusion. In this paper, we investigate and analyze
decision fusion-based collaborative object detection. That is,
an object detection is claimed if at least K sensors out of a
designated group (e.g., K sensors within certain distance from
each other) report alarms where K is a design parameter. Value
fusion-based collaborative object detection will be studied in
the future work. We have the following definition.

DEFINITION 1 (Point Information Coverage): Given the
decision fusion-based collaborative object detection described
above, we say that a point t in the region is information-
covered, if the detection probability of an object is no less
than a pre-determined value (Pmin

D ) when the object is present
at point t, while the system’s false detection probability is no
greater than a pre-determined value (Pmax

FD ).
Note that point information coverage is characterized by

two probabilities Pmin
D and Pmax

FD , which is inherently different
from the conventional point coverage under the 0/1 disc sensing
model. Moreover, due to random sensor deployment, full cov-
erage of the region cannot be guaranteed and in some scenarios,
full coverage may be too expensive or even unnecessary [17].
Instead, we study partial coverage of the region in this paper
and have the following definition.

DEFINITION 2 (ρ-Coverage): Given the point information
coverage defined above, we say that a region is ρ-covered, if
at least ρ portion (ρ ∈ (0, 1)) of all points in the region are
information-covered.

When the size of the sensor network is sufficiently large
(hence the edge effect may be neglected), and according to
the above definitions of point information coverage and ρ-
coverage, we have

ρ =

∫ ∫
R

E{I(x, y)}dxdy

= P (t is information-covered) = P (PD � P
min
D ),

(3)

where t is an arbitrary point in the region R and

I(x, y) =

{
1 point (x, y) is information-covered,
0 otherwise.

(4)

Our goal is to develop an energy-efficient collaborative
mechanism to achieve ρ∗-coverage of the region, where the
target ρ∗ is given. Since it requires extensive statistical infor-
mation (such as the pdf of PD) to derive ρ directly, we apply
Markov’s inequality to ρ:

ρ = P (PD � P
min
D ) = 1 − P (PD � P

min
D )

= 1 − P
(
(1 − PD) � (1 − P

min
D )

)

� 1 − E(1 − PD)

1 − Pmin
D

= 1 − 1 − E(PD)

1 − Pmin
D

=
E(PD) − Pmin

D

1 − Pmin
D

,

(5)

and then study how to develop such a mechanism to make sure
that (i) the system’s false detection probability is no greater
than Pmax

FD , and (ii) E(PD) � ρ∗+(1−ρ∗)Pmin
D , which implies

that the achieved ρ is always higher than the target ρ∗ according
to (5), while simultaneously maximizing the network lifetime.
Note that we now only need information about E(PD) instead
of its pdf.

IV. PROBLEMS WITH SIMPLE COLLABORATIVE
MECHANISMS FOR OBJECT DETECTION

We first investigate several simple decision fusion-based
collaborative mechanisms for object detection.

A. A Naive Collaborative Mechanism

There are two types of object detection mechanisms in
sensor networks: without collaboration and with collaboration
among sensors. If without collaboration, a single sentry node
reports a detection to the sink when its measurement is higher
than the decision threshold. We use T1 to denote the sentry
node’s decision threshold where subscript ‘1’ indicates that the
decision is solely based on its own measurement.

The first simple collaborative mechanism we investigate is
a naive one based on [8] as follows. An object detection
is reported if at least K sentry nodes sense a measurement
higher than decision threshold TK , where K is called the
collaboration degree. Note that TK < T1 because, in order to
maintain the same false detection probability, decision thresh-
old decreases as K increases. The false detection probability
PFD can be calculated by:

PF D(K, N
a
) = 1 −

K−1∑
m=0

(Na

m

)
(pfa)

m
(1 − pfa)

Na−m
, (6)

where pfa is the probability that an individual sensor raises a
false alarm and equals (1 − FN (TK)), as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Next, we calculate the expected detection probability E(PD),
which will be denoted as P̄D in the rest of this paper. To
obtain P̄D, we first need to calculate p̄a, the probability that an
individual sensor senses a reading higher than TK , given that
the object is present in the region. When the size of the sensor
network is sufficiently large, we can neglect the edge effect
and assume that the object is at center (0, 0) of the region R
without loss of generality. Thus, p̄a can be calculated by:

p̄a =

∫ ∫
R

(
1 − FN

(
TK − Ωd2

0

x2 + y2

))
dxdy. (7)

Because sensors are randomly independently distributed in the
region and their readings are also independent from each other,
we have

P̄D(K, N
a
) = 1 −

K−1∑
m=0

(Na

m

)
(p̄a)

m
(1 − p̄a)

Na−m
. (8)



Now given the target false detection probability (P ∗
FD), we

observe through numerical studies that the expected detection
probability (P̄D) goes down as the degree of collaboration (K)
increases (as illustrated in Fig. 2). This is because, with a larger
K, the increase in detection probability offered by a lower
decision threshold (TK) is offset by the decrease in detection
probability due to a larger number of sentry nodes required to
raise an alarm at the same time.
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Fig. 2. Expected detection probability (P̄D) vs. number of sentry nodes
(Na) for various simple collaborative mechanisms. The target false detection
probability is set to P∗

F D = 0.001. The dashed line for K = 2 shows the naive
scheme where any K sentry nodes can collaborate while the dash-dotted line
is for the enhanced version where only nearby sentry nodes are allowed to
collaborate. The dotted line shows the 1-OR-2 collaborative scheme (with an
arbitrary combination of T ′

1 and T ′
2).

B. An Enhancement to the Naive Collaborative Mechanism

In the above mechanism, since there is no constraint on
which sentry nodes may collaborate, sentry nodes that are even
far away from each other can collaborate to report a detection,
thus resulting in a high PFD. To improve upon this mechanism,
we consider an enhancement as follows. Once a sentry node
senses a reading higher than TK ,1 it queries nearby active
sensors within its neighborhood called fusion range, which is
a circle with radius of Rf centered at the sentry node. Then,
a detection is reported if and only if the sentry node receives
at least (K − 1) alarms from active sensors within its fusion
range. Accordingly, the system’s false detection probability for
this scheme can be calculated by:

PF D(K, N
a
) = 1 − (1 − PF A)

Na
, (9)

where PFA is the probability that any sentry node reports
a false detection after applying the localized decision fusion
described above. Note that we treat distinct sentry nodes report-
ing false detections as independent events. This is reasonable
because, due to the low false detection probability usually
required by the system, sentry nodes that report false detection
are likely far away from each other, hence their fusion ranges
seldom overlap.

Next, we apply a general result from the theory of probabil-
ity [29] to obtain PFA. According to the theory of probability,

1For simplicity, we use the same notation TK to represent the decision
threshold for collaboration degree of K when we describe different collab-
orative mechanisms in Sections IV-A, IV-B, and V, though the actual value
of TK varies with the mechanism. This is because the group of K sensors
participating in collaboration is different in different schemes. Similarly, we
reuse the notations pa, pfa, PFA, P̄A, PFD , P̄D , and Rf .

if the probability of an event A occurring in a single experiment
is q, and if the number of independent experiments follows a
Poisson distribution with parameter λ, the probability of event
A occurring at least K times in the series of experiments is:

P = 1 −
K−1∑
m=0

e
−qλ (qλ)m

m!
. (10)

When Na is sufficiently large, the number of active sensors
within the fusion range can be approximated by a Poisson
distribution [30] with parameter NaπR2

f . Also, we know that
the probability that a sensor raises a false alarm is pfa. Thus, by
applying the above general result from the theory of probability,
we have:

PF A = pfa


1 −

K−2∑
m=0

e
−pfaNaπR2

f
(

pfaNaπR2
f

)m

m!


 .

Substituting the above result about PFA into (9), we complete
the calculation of PFD.

On the other hand, we know that, as long as there are at
least K active sensors raising alarms within Rf

2 distance to
the object, a detection will always be reported according to
the localized decision fusion describe above. Let P̄A denote
the expected probability that an active sensor, within Rf

2 to the
object, raises an alarm; we have:

P̄A =

∫ Rf
2

0

1

π
(

Rf
2

)2 · 2πr ·
(

1 − FN

(
TK − Ωd2

0

r2

))
dr. (11)

Similarly, by applying the general result from the theory of
probability, the expected detection probability P̄D(K,Na) is
then given by:

P̄D(K, N
a
) � 1 −

K−1∑
m=0

e
−P̄ANaπ

(
Rf
2

)2 (
P̄ANaπ

(
Rf
2

)2
)m

m!
. (12)

Though this enhancement improves upon the naive one still
it gives inferior performance to the simple mechanism without
collaboration (as shown in Fig. 2), regardless of the size of the
fusion range (Rf ). Fig. 2 plots the analytical and simulation
results with Rf set to 0.1 units. To better understand the
rationale, Fig. 3 shows the coverage region (according to our
definition of point information coverage) of two neighboring
active sensors in different scenarios. Comparing Fig. 3(a) with
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), we can see that the coverage region shrinks
when two sensors collaborate with each other. In addition, we
find that collaboration is beneficial only when two sensors are
very close to each other.

At last, we study a 1-OR-2 collaborative scheme (K = 1
or 2) where an object detection is reported if at least one
sentry node has sensed a reading higher than T ′

1 or at least
two sentry nodes have measurements larger than T ′

2 (T ′
2 < T ′

1).
The calculations of PFD and P̄D are similar to the analysis
above, and the calculation details are omitted due to space
limitation. Note that, due to the ‘OR’ operation, T ′

1 and T ′
2 are

different from T1 and T2. Moreover, there is a fixed relation
between T ′

1 and T ′
2 in order to achieve the target false detection

probability. We exploit different combinations of T ′
1 and T ′

2
and through numerical studies, we observe that this scheme
also yields worse performance than the simple scheme without
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Fig. 3. Coverage region (shown as shaded area) of two active sensors (apart
by 0.02 units) in different collaboration scenarios. The detection thresholds
used in the four scenarios result in the same PFD . Note that the coverage
regions in (b), (c) and (d) are smaller than that in (a).

collaboration (i.e., K = 1) regardless of the choices for T ′
1 and

T ′
2. This is because, the increase in detection probability by

introducing collaboration is offset by the decrease in detection
probability due to use of higher T ′

1 and T ′
2 to maintain the same

target false detection probability. Fig. 2 plots the results with
an arbitrary combination of T ′

1 and T ′
2 and Fig. 3(d) shows the

coverage region of two neighboring sensors with the 1-OR-2
collaborative scheme. Similarly, performances of other com-
bination schemes (e.g., 2-OR-3, 1-OR-2-OR-3, etc) are also
worse than that of the simple scheme without collaboration.

C. Simulation-based Validation

The analytical studies in Sections IV-A and IV-B are vali-
dated by simulation results shown in Fig. 2. In the simulation,
the object’s source model is characterized by Ω = 2100 mW
and d0 = 0.001 units, and the background noise follows a
normal distribution N (0, σ2) with σ =

√
2 mW. The target

P ∗
FD is 0.001. We test 100 different deployments. In each

deployment, sensors are randomly deployed in a 1×1 unit area;
we randomly select 100 locations for the object, and simulation
is repeated 1000 times for each location. All simulation results
match the analytical results very well.

Through above analytical and simulation studies, we note
that the naive collaboration mechanism and its enhancements
do not help improve the object detection performance. On the
other hand, we suspect that better detection performance may
be achieved if the collaboration among sensors is planned care-
fully. This motivates us to develop an on-demand framework
for decision fusion-based collaborative object detection.

V. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE PROPOSED ON-DEMAND
COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

A. Overview of the Proposed Framework

The key idea of our framework is that it no longer mandates
sentry nodes to collaborate only with each other; instead it

exploits the fact that, if a sentry node senses the object, its
neighboring inert nodes may also be able to sense the object
upon being triggered. This way, by leveraging on the inert
nodes we could achieve the same low false detection proba-
bility while increasing the probability of detection because the
density of inert nodes is usually much higher than that of sentry
nodes. Next, we give a brief overview of our proposed on-
demand collaborative framework, whose detailed description
can be found in [31], and then focus on analysis of false
detection probability and expected detection probability with
the proposed framework.

We define two new concepts in our proposed framework:
detection zone and fusion range. Detection zone (written as
D.Z. in short) is defined as a disc centered at the object and with
a radius of Rd. If the distance between a sensor and the object
is larger than Rd, the probability of the sensor’s measurement
exceeding the decision threshold is less than a very small value
(we use 1% in this paper) hence negligible. On the other hand,
if a sensor is within Rd from the object, the probability of
its measurement exceeding the decision threshold cannot be
neglected and varies with the distance between the sensor and
the object. Fusion range is defined as a disc centered at a sentry
node and with a radius of Rf = 2Rd. Such definition of fusion
range guarantees that, whenever a sentry node is within D.Z.
of the object and senses a measurement above the decision
threshold (which itself is a high-probability event), all inert
nodes within D.Z. will be triggered.

In our proposed on-demand framework, upon sensing a
measurement higher than the decision threshold (TK), a sentry
node triggers the neighboring inert nodes within its fusion
range to collaboratively sense the environment. A collaboration
degree of K means that, in order to report a detection of the
object, a sentry node which initiates the detection process needs
to receive at least (K−1) positive alarms from sensors (sentry
nodes or inert nodes) within its fusion range.

B. Theoretical Analysis

1) False Detection Probability: When there is no object in
the monitored region, a sensor’s reading is only affected by
noise. The false detection probability PFD is the probability
that at least one sentry node reports a false detection:

PF D(K, N
a
K , N

i
K) = P (detection|H0) = 1 − (1 − PF A)

Na
K , (13)

where PFA is the probability that a sentry node reports a false
detection for a collaboration degree of K. Na

K is the number of
sentry nodes. Clearly, when K = 1, PFA = pfa = 1−FN (T1),
where T1 is the corresponding decision threshold, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). For K > 1, sensors collaborate and PFA is given
by:

PF A = pfa · P (at least K − 1 sensors within fusion range raise alarms)

= pfa · (1 − Pb),
(14)

where

Pb = P (at most K − 2 sensors raise alarms)

=

Ni
K+Na

K−1∑
m=0

(λ · ‖D.Z.‖)m · e(−λ·‖D.Z.‖)

m!
×


min(K−2,m)∑

n=0

(m

n

)
(pfa)

n
(1 − pfa)

m−n


 ,

(15)



where λ = N i
K+Na

K is the node density. (15) is obtained based
on the assumption that when the total number of sensors is
large, the number of sensors in a sub-region follows a Poisson
distribution [30]. Similar to previous analysis in Section IV-B,
we make a reasonable assumption that distinct sentry nodes
reporting false detections are independent events.

2) Expected Detection Probability: The calculations of P̄D

and PFD are related since both vary with K,TK , Na
K and N i

K .
Next we describe the calculation details for P̄D(K,Na

K , N i
K)

when PFD is given and equals the target P ∗
FD. The probability

of detection is the conditional probability that given the object
is present, at least one sentry node reports a detection. Recall
that the probability that a sentry node outside D.Z. recording
a detection is very low. Therefore, we have:

P̄D(K, N
a
K , N

i
K) = P (detection|H1)

�
Na

K+Ni
K∑

n=K

P (n sensors inside D.Z.)×

n∑
m=K

P (m sensors raising alarms upon triggered by a sentry node inside D.Z.)

(16)

=

Na
K+Ni

K∑
n=K

(λ · ‖D.Z.‖)n.e(−λ·‖D.Z.‖)

n!
×

n∑
m=K

(( n

m

)
(P̄A)

m
(1 − P̄A)

n−m

) (
1 −

(
Ni

K

Na
K + Ni

K

)m)
,

where λ = Na
K + N i

K is the node density in the network.
P̄A is the expected probability that a sensor within D.Z. has a
measurement higher than TK :

P̄A =

∫ Rf
2

0

1

π
(

Rf
2

)2 · 2πr ·
(

1 − FN

(
TK − Ωd2

0

r2

))
dr. (17)

C. Simulation-based Validation

In this section, we conduct numerical and simulation studies
to support the above theoretical analysis. First, we study the
performance of our proposed framework in terms of detection
probability with respect to Na

K , N i
K , and TK for various K. For

a fixed Na
K + N i

K (i.e., the total number of sensors deployed)
and a target false detection probability P ∗

FD = 0.001, Fig. 4
shows P̄D for different K with respect to varying Na

K . We
observe that for a fixed Na

K , P̄D increases with K. P̄D also
increases with increase in Na

K . However, for a fixed Na
K , the

performance improvement is not significant for higher degree
of collaboration, e.g., K increasing from 3 to 4.
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Fig. 4. Expected detection probability (P̄D) vs. number of sentry nodes (Na
K )

when P∗
F D = 0.001 and Na

K + Ni
K = 4000.

We also study the variation of P̄D with respect to varying
N i

K while keeping Na
K fixed. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

When N i
K is low, we observe that the performance at a

larger K is worse. This is as expected because having a
smaller number of inert nodes implies that most of the sensors
involved in collaboration will be sentry nodes. Consequently,
the performance is similar to that observed in Section IV
where collaboration is considered among sentry nodes only (see
Fig. 2). However, as N i

K increases, the performance for higher
degree of collaboration increases because more inert nodes can
participate in collaboration. Moreover, interested readers could
refer to [31] to understand why the ‘OR’ collaborative schemes
also do not perform well under our proposed framework.
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Fig. 5. Expected detection probability (P̄D) vs. number of inert nodes (Ni
K )

when P∗
F D = 0.001 and Na

K = 1000.

Fig. 6(a) shows the variation of decision threshold TK

(normalized with respect to Ω, signal amplitude of the object)
and fusion range Rf with K for fixed PFD, Na

K and N i
K .

Corroborating our analysis, we observe that TK decreases with
increase in K, while Rf increases with increase in K. This
means that, with a higher collaboration degree, each sentry
node will have a larger detection zone, and therefore would
trigger more inert nodes for collaboration.
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Fig. 6. (a) Normalized decision threshold (TK ) and fusion range (Rf ) when
PF D = 0.001, Na

K = 1000, and Ni
K = 3000. (b) Numerical and simulation

results of P̄D and PFD when P∗
F D = 0.001, Na

K = 1000, Ni
K = 3000,

Ω = 2100 mW, and d0 = 0.001 units.

To verify the validity of our numerical analysis on P̄D and
PFD we simulate our proposed framework with the follow-
ing setup. First, the source model and the noise model are
the same as those in Section IV-C. Then, we deploy 4000
nodes randomly in a unit area, out of which 1000 sentry
nodes regularly sense the environment. We test 10 different
deployments for evaluating the detection probability and false
detection probability. For simulating the detection probability,
we randomly choose 1000 different locations for the object
and simulation is repeated 100 times for each object location.
We evaluate the false detection probability based on 10000
trials. Results plotted in Fig. 6(b) show a close correspondence
between our numerical and simulation results.

We also evaluate the coverage performance for different
collaboration degrees and results are plotted in Fig. 7. We



randomly deploy 4000 nodes in a unit area, and N i
K and Na

K
are set to satisfy the following requirements: Pmax

FD = 0.001,
Pmin

D = 0.99, and the target ρ∗ is 90%. We test 10 different
deployments. In each deployment, we randomly select 1000
different locations for the object, and simulation is repeated
100 times for each object location. As shown in the figure, the
target ρ∗ of 90% is achieved with all simulated collaboration
degrees. The small discrepancy between the achieved coverage
and ρ∗ is due to application of the Markov’s inequality in (5).
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of coverage performance for different K, when
Ni

K + Na
K = 4000, Pmax

F D = 0.001, Pmin
D = 0.99, the target ρ∗ is 90%,

Ω = 2100 mW, and d0 = 0.001 units.

VI. ENERGY EFFICIENCY STUDY OF THE PROPOSED
ON-DEMAND COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

In this section we investigate the network energy efficiency
performance when the proposed framework is adopted.

A. Design Objective

Let P(K,Na
K , N i

K) denote the power consumption for a
wireless sensor network operating with our proposed frame-
work, where K is the collaboration degree, Na

K is the number
of sentry nodes and N i

K is the number of inert nodes. The
objective is to find the optimal pair (N̂a

K , N̂ i
K) for a given

K, which minimizes the network power consumption while
guaranteeing a target ρ∗-coverage of the region. Here, we treat
K as a given design preference, for example, when locating
or tracking objects, a large K may be preferred for accurate
results. In practice, if no preference is given for K, we could
instead treat it as a tunable parameter in the design problem
specified in (19); results for this case are omitted due to
space limitation. However, based on our analysis, we can also
find the optimal K∗, which can result in the lowest network
power consumption among all K’s. By using the results in
Section III-D, the requirement of ρ∗-coverage can be translated
into the requirements of PFD and P̄D:

PF D(K, N
a
K , N

i
K) � P

∗
F D and P̄D(K, N

a
K , N

i
K) � P

∗
D, (18)

where P ∗
FD = Pmax

FD and P ∗
D =

(
ρ∗ + (1 − ρ∗)Pmin

D

)
. Re-

call that Pmax
FD and Pmin

D are the maximum false detection
probability and the minimum detection probability which are
used to define point information coverage and ρ-coverage
in Section III-D. Formally, this design problem is stated as
follows.

Given K, P ∗
FD, and P ∗

D, determine:

(N̂
a
K , N̂

i
K) = arg min

PF D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
F D

P̄D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
D

P(K, N
a
K , N

i
K). (19)

Hence, P∗
(K) = P(K, N̂

a
K , N̂

i
K). (20)

The calculation of P(K,Na
K , N i

K) will be discussed in Sec-
tion VI-C. In this paper, we only consider the power consump-
tion for sensing, collaborative decision making and sensor’s
regular operation e.g. CPU and radio. The power consumed for
a sentry node to report its detection to the sink is not considered
as it varies with the routing and aggregation methods used.
Once the methods are known, they can be incorporated into
our power consumption analysis without much difficulty.

B. Observations and Simplification

The problem stated above is very complex and here we
present some interesting observations that help simplify the
problem.

• For a given collaboration degree K, let Ña
K denote the

minimum number of sentry nodes required to meet the
system probability constraints. Therefore,

Ñ
a
K = arg min

PF D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
F D

P̄D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
D

N
a
K , ∀K � 1.

(21)

• For a given collaboration degree K and number of sentry
nodes Na

K � Ña
K , let Ň i

K denote the minimum number
of inert nodes required to meet the system probability
constraints. Therefore,

Given K and N
a
K , where K � 1 and N

a
K � Ñ

a
K ,

Ň
i
K(N

a
K) = arg min

PF D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
F D

P̄D(K,Na
K

,Ni
K

)�P∗
D

N
i
K

= arg min
PF D(K,Na

K
,Ni

K
)�P∗

F D
P̄D(K,Na

K
,Ni

K
)�P∗

D

P(K, N
a
K , N

i
K).

(22)

The second equality in (22) is based on the fact that given
the number of sentry nodes and collaboration degree, less
inert nodes result in lower network power consumption.
Further, when Na

K = N̂a
K , Ň i

K(N̂a
K) = N̂ i

K .
With the help of above observations we are able to simplify
our design problem and make the search space for optimal
(N̂a

K , N̂ i
K ) significantly smaller. The original problem given

by (19) can now be restated as:

(N̂
a
K , N̂

i
K) = arg min

Na
K

�Ña
K

Ni
K

=Ňi
K

(Na
K

)

P(K, N
a
K , N

i
K). (23)

C. Calculation of P(K,Na
K , N i

K)
In Table I, we summarize the notations to be used in

Sections VI-C and VI-D. Please note that Psentry is equal
to (Psense + Pactive), while Pinert = Pactive for message-
based inert node model and Pinert = Psleep for circuit-based
inert node model. For the message-based inert node model, the
power consumption for the network can be easily derived as:

P(K, N
a
K , N

i
K) =




PsentryNa
1 , K = 1,

PsentryNa
K + PinertN

i
K+

( (1 − P (H1))(1 − FN (TK)) +

P (H1)PnP̄A +

P (H1)(1 − Pn)(1 − FN (TK)) ) ×
Na

K

(
Ef (K) + Ni

KR2
f πPsenseτ

)
fs, K > 1.

(24)

For the circuit-based inert node model, the power consumption
can be calculated by (24) after the calculation of Ef (K) is



properly adjusted. Since the inert nodes are already awake
in the message-based model, no energy is required to wake
them up and Ef (K) is simply the energy required for decision
fusions. However, in the circuit-based model, in addition to
the energy consumed for decision fusions, the sentry nodes
consume extra energy for triggering the inert nodes within its
fusion range [28].

D. Numerical Study and Simulation-based Validation

First, through numerical studies we offer some interesting
insights on how the network energy efficiency performance
varies with the inert node model, the collaboration degree and
various parameters discussed in Sections V and VI. Table II
lists the system parameters used for this study. Using these
parameters, for K = 1 we obtain N̂a

1 = 1114 and the
corresponding power consumption P∗(1) is 3.453×105 mW.
In the remaining of this section, all power consumptions are
normalized over P∗(1). The solution to the optimization prob-
lem defined in Eq. (23) determines the optimal pair (N̂a

K , N̂ i
K)

for a given K. Particularly, Fig. 8(a) shows the variation of
network power consumption, when K is 5, with the number of
sentry nodes varying from Ña

5 to N̂a
1 . The results are shown

for a fixed ratio of Psense/Pactive = 4 (Psense = 248 mW,
Pactive = 62 mW). We see that, for the message-based inert
node model, N̂a

5 = 655 yields the lowest network power
consumption of P∗(5) = 0.936, and the corresponding N̂ i

5

is 1800. Further, we see that Ña
5 = 620 < 655 = N̂a

5 .
This is because when Na

K decreases, N i
K increases to satisfy

the system probability constraints; since inert nodes consume
a considerable amount of power in the message-based inert
node model, a smaller Na

K may not necessarily result in lower
network power consumption.
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Fig. 8. (a) Given K = 5, normalized network power consumption
(P(5, Na

5 , Ni
5)) vs. number of sentry nodes (Na

5 ), with Na
5 varying from

620 (Ña
5 ) to 1114 (N̂a

1 ) and the corresponding Ni
5 is equal to N̆i

5(N
a
5 ). (b)

Normalized optimal network power consumption P∗(K) for different K and
inert node models.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS FOR CALCULATING NETWORK POWER CONSUMPTION

Notation Remarks

Psense Power consumption for sensing task by each sensor.

Pactive Power consumption, except sensing, for each active sensor.

Psleep Power consumption for a sensor in sleeping state.

fs Sensing frequency for sentry node.

Ef (K) Average energy consumption for executing one triggering process.

Emsg Energy consumption for transmitting one message.

P (H1) Probability that object is present in the network.

Pn Probability that a sentry node is in D.Z. Pn = (Rf /2)2π.

P̄A Prob. that a sensor in D.Z. has measurement > TK . See Eq. (17).

τ Time required to acquire a single sensor reading.

TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS USED IN NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION STUDIES

Parameter Value Remarks

Ω 2100 mW Signal amplitude of the object.

d0 0.001 unit Constant in Eq. (1).

Noise - N (0, σ2) where σ =
√

2 mW.

fs 1 Hz Sensing frequency for sentry node.

Emsg 2.23 mJ Energy consumed to transmit one message.

P (H1) 0.9 Probability that object is present.

τ 30 ms Time required to acquire a single sensor reading.

However, for the circuit-based inert node model, we find the
lowest power consumption is achieved when N̂a

5 = Ña
5 and,

interestingly, the power consumption increases almost linearly
with Na

5 , which is totally different from that for the message-
based model. This is because, although a lower Na

5 requires
a larger N i

5, sleeping inert nodes consume much less power
than sentry nodes. So, using the smallest number of sentry
nodes always yields the lowest network power consumption.
The results for other collaboration degrees are similar with the
above case.

We further simulate the optimal power consumption un-
der various collaboration degrees for validation purpose. We
simulate 10 different deployments, where Na

K = N̂a
K and

N i
K = N̂ i

K for each K. We simulate the message-based
and circuit-based models for 1000 sensing cycles each with
P (H1) = 0.9. Simulation results are normalized and plotted in
Fig. 8(b), which are very close to the analytical results.

Although we leave the decision of choosing a proper K
to the system designer, to give an insight on how K affects
the optimal power consumption in our proposed framework,
we conduct a numerical study of network power consump-
tion with variation in the ratio Psense/Pactive for various
K. Figs. 9 (a) and (b) show the trends for message-based
and circuit-based inert node models respectively. Suppose the
collaboration degree yielding the lowest power consumption is
K∗. It is observed that K∗ varies with the ratio Psense/Pactive.
For the message-based model, if the ratio is below 1, we
find that K∗ is always 1 because inert nodes consume a
considerable amount of energy for regular operation. However,
when the ratio goes beyond 2, schemes with higher degree
of collaboration start performing comparably to or even better
than the non-collaboration scheme. This happens because the
power consumption for regular sensing becomes dominant and
schemes with higher degree of collaboration are able to work
with a smaller number of sentry nodes compared to the non-
collaboration scheme. This also explains why when the ratio is
large enough, optimal network power consumption for different
K is almost proportional to Ña

K (see Table III).
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Fig. 9. Normalized optimal network power consumption P∗(K) vs.
Psense/Pactive for (a) message-based and (b) circuit-based inert node model.



TABLE III
P∗(K) AND Ña

K FOR VARIOUS K WHEN Psense
Pactive

= 40

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ña
K 1114 840 735 665 620 610

P∗(K) 1 0.7594 0.6684 0.6125 0.5806 0.5803

For the circuit-based model, we also find that, in general, the
network power consumption for collaborative schemes (K > 1)
decreases with the ratio Psense/Pactive. However, since the
time required to trigger an inert node with respect to distance
increases according to power law, sentry nodes consume much
more energy for triggering the inert nodes than that for sensing
and operation when the fusion range is large. As higher degree
of collaboration usually results in a larger fusion range, this
makes the overall network power consumption very large.
In Fig. 9(b), we can see that for our setup, when the ratio
Psense/Pactive is low, power consumption for high-degree
collaborations K = 4, 5, 6 is even higher than that for K = 3.
However, when the ratio is large enough, the sensing power
becomes the dominant factor and the curves follow the same
trend as for the message-based model.

We also conduct numerical and simulation studies for dif-
ferent P (H1) but the results do not vary much. This seems
counterintuitive at the first sight but can be explained as
follows. Since we consider the presence of only one object
in the network and due to the low Pmax

FD in our setup, D.Z. of
an object is very small compared to the network size. So the
portion of sensors affected by presence of an object is only a
very small fraction and hence, the contribution of P (H1) to
the network power consumption is small. Please note that this
observation does not always hold; e.g., when the network size
is small, the impact of P (H1) may be more significant.

E. Summary

We summarize the key observations for the proposed on-
demand collaborative framework as follows.

• The circuit-based inert node model usually renders better
network energy efficiency than the message-based model.

• For a given K, the smallest number of sentry nodes and
inert nodes required to guarantee ρ∗-coverage may not
result in the lowest network power consumption.

• With both inert node models, higher K does not always
yield lower network power consumption.

• Collaboration among sensors is preferred when Psense is
high compared to Pactive.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we conduct analytical and simulation studies
on information coverage and object detection performances
of several decision fusion-based collaborative mechanisms in
wireless sensor networks, including our proposed on-demand
collaborative framework. Our studies are based on the proba-
bilistic sensing model, and a point is said to be information-
covered if and only if the detection probability is no less
than Pmin

D when the object is present at that point, and the
system’s false detection probability is no greater than Pmax

FD .
We first investigate a few simple collaborative mechanisms for
object detection and discover that simple collaborations among
active sensors in fact degrade the coverage performance. This
motivates us to design an on-demand collaborative framework,

where inactive sensors can be triggered by nearby active
sensors to collaboratively sense the object. The effectiveness of
our proposed framework and its energy efficiency performance
are analyzed and validated by simulation.
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